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ABSTRACT

Despite the remarkable performance that modern deep neural networks have
achieved on independent and identically distributed (I.I.D.) data, they can crash
under distribution shifts. Most current evaluation methods for domain general-
ization (DG) adopt the leave-one-out strategy as a compromise on the limited
number of domains. We propose a large-scale benchmark with extensive labeled
domains named NICO++ 1 along with more rational evaluation methods for com-
prehensively evaluating DG algorithms. To evaluate DG datasets, we propose
two metrics to quantify covariate shift and concept shift, respectively. Two novel
generalization bounds from the perspective of data construction are proposed to
prove that limited concept shift and significant covariate shift favor the evaluation
capability for generalization. Through extensive experiments, NICO++ shows its
superior evaluation capability compared with current DG datasets and its contri-
bution in alleviating unfairness caused by the leak of oracle knowledge in model
selection.

1 INTRODUCTION

Machine learning has illustrated its excellent capability in a wide range of areas (Kipf & Welling,
2016; Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014; Young et al., 2018). Most current algorithms minimize the
empirical risk in training data relying on the assumption that training and test data are independent
and identically distributed (I.I.D.). However, this ideal hypothesis is hardly satisfied in real applica-
tions, especially those high-stake applications such as healthcare (Castro et al., 2020; Miotto et al.,
2018), autonomous driving (Alcorn et al., 2019; Dai & Van Gool, 2018; Levinson et al., 2011) and
security systems (Berman et al., 2019), owing to the limitation of data collection and intricacy of
the scenarios. The distribution shift between training and test data may lead to the unreliable perfor-
mance of most current approaches in practice. Hence, instead of generalization within the training
distribution, the ability to generalize under distribution shift, namely domain generalization (DG)
(Wang et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021a), is of more critical significance in realistic scenarios.

In the field of computer vision, benchmarks that provide the common ground for competing ap-
proaches often play a role of catalyzer promoting the advance of research (Deng et al., 2009). An
advanced DG benchmark should provide sufficient diversity in distributions for both training and
evaluating DG algorithms (Xu et al., 2020; Volpi et al., 2018) while ensuring essential common
knowledge of categories for inductive inference across domains (Huang et al., 2020; Zhao et al.,
2019; Ilse et al., 2020). The first property drives generalization challenging, and the second ensures
the solvability (Ye et al., 2021). This requires adequate distinct domains and instructive features for
each category shared among all domains.

Current DG benchmarks, however, either lack sufficient domains (e.g., 4 domains in PACS (Li et al.,
2017), VLCS (Fang et al., 2013) and Office-Home (Venkateswara et al., 2017) and 6 in DomainNet
(Peng et al., 2019)) or too simple or limited to simulating significant distribution shifts in real sce-
narios (Ganin & Lempitsky, 2015; Arjovsky et al., 2019; Hendrycks & Dietterich, 2019). To enrich
the diversity and perplexing distribution shifts in training data as much as possible, most of the cur-
rent evaluation methods for DG adopt the leave-one-out strategy, where one domain is considered

1The dataset can be found at https://www.dropbox.com/sh/u2bq2xo8sbax4pr/
AADbhZJAy0AAbap76cg_XkAfa?dl=0.
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as test domain and the others for training. This is not an ideal evaluation for generalization but a
compromise due to the limited number of domains in current datasets, which impairs the evalua-
tion capability since the model is tested only on one specific distribution instead of multiple unseen
distributions every time after training.

To benchmark DG methods comprehensively and simulate real scenarios where a trained model
may encounter any possible test data while providing sufficient diversity in the training data, we
construct a large-scale DG dataset named NICO++ with extensive domains and two protocols sup-
ported by aligned and flexible domains across categories, respectively, for better evaluation. Our
dataset consists of 80 categories, 10 aligned common domains for all categories, 10 unique domains
specifically for each category, and more than 200,000 images. Abundant diversity in both domain
and category supports flexible assignments for training and test, controllable degree of distribution
shifts, and extensive evaluation on multiple target domains. Images collected from real-world pho-
tos and consistency within category concepts provide sufficient common knowledge for recognition
across domains on NICO++.

To evaluate DG datasets in depth, we investigate distribution shift on images (covariate shift) and
common knowledge for category discrimination across domains (concept agreement) within them.
Formally, we present quantification for covariate shift and the opposite of concept agreement,
namely concept shift, via two novel metrics. We propose two novel generalization bounds and
analyze them from the perspective of data construction instead of models. Through these bounds,
we prove that limited concept shift and significant covariate shift favor the evaluation capability for
generalization.

Moreover, a critical yet common problem in DG is the model selection and the potential unfairness
in the comparison caused by leveraging the knowledge of target data to choose hyperparameters that
favors test performance (Gulrajani & Lopez-Paz, 2021; Arpit et al., 2021). This issue is exacer-
bated by the notable variance of test performance with various algorithm irrelevant hyperparameters
on current DG datasets. Intuitively, strong and unstable concept shift such as confusing mapping
relations from images to labels across domains embarrasses training convergence and enlarges the
variance.

We conduct extensive experiments on three levels. First, we evaluate NICO++ and current DG
datasets with the proposed metrics and show the superiority of NICO++ in evaluation capability.
Second, we conduct copious experiments on NICO++ to benchmark current representative methods
with the proposed protocols. Results show that the room for improvement of generalization methods
on NICO++ is spacious. Third, we show that NICO++ helps alleviate the issue by squeezing the
possible improvement space of oracle leaking and contributes as a fairer benchmark to the evaluation
of DG methods, which meets the proposed metrics.

2 NICO++: DOMAIN-EXTENSIVE LARGE SCALE DOMAIN
GENERALIZATION BENCHMARK

In this section, we introduce a novel large-scale domain generalization benchmark NICO++, which
contains extensive domains and categories. Similar to the original version of NICO (He et al.,
2021), each image in NICO++ consists of two kinds of labels, namely the category label and the
domain label. The category labels correspond to the objective concept (e.g., cat and dog) while the
domain labels represent other visual information (e.g., on grass, in water) in the images. To boost the
heterogeneity in the dataset to support the thorough evaluation of generalization ability in domain
generalization scenarios, we greatly enrich the types of categories and domains and collect a larger
amount of images in NICO++.

2.1 CONSTRUCTIONS OF THE CATEGORY / DOMAIN LABELS

We first select 80 categories and then build 10 common and 10 category-specific domains upon
them. We provide detailed discussions on the selection of the categories and domains in Appendix.

Categories. Total 80 categories are provided with a hierarchical structure in NICO++. Four broad
categories Animal, Plant, Vehicle, and Substance lie on the top level. For each of Animal, Plant, and
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Figure 1: Statistical overview of NICO++. The figure shows the number of instances in each domain
and each category. The horizontal axis is for categories and the vertical axis for domains. The color
of each bin corresponds to the number of instances in each (category, domain) pair. The 10 domains
at the bottom are common domains and identical for all categories, while the 10 at the top are unique
domains that vary across categories and are represented with {uni 1, uni 1, ..., uni 10}.

Vehicle, there exist narrow categories derived from it (e.g., felida and insect belong to Animal) in the
middle level. Finally, 80 concrete categories are assigned to their super-category respectively. The
hierarchical structure ensures the diversity and balance2 of categories in NICO++, which is vital to
simulate realistic domain generalization scenarios in wild environments. Detailed category structure
is in Appendix.

Common domains. Towards the settings of domain generalization or domain adaption, we design
10 common domains that are aligned across all categories. Each of the selected common domains
refers to a family of concrete contexts with similar semantics so that they are general and common
enough to generate meaningful combinations with all categories. For example, the common domain
water contains contexts of swimming, in pool, in river, etc. Comparison between common domains
in NICO++ and domains in current DG datasets is in Appendix.

Unique domains. To increase the number of domains and support the flexible DG scenarios where
the training domains are not aligned with respect to categories, we further attain unique domains
specifically for each of the 80 categories. We select the unique domains according to the following
conditions: 1) they are different from the common domains; 2) they can include various concepts,
such as attributes (e.g. action, color), background, camera shooting angle, and accompanying ob-
jects, etc.; 3) different types of them hold a balanced proportion for diversity.

2.2 DATA COLLECTION AND STATISTICS

NICO++ has 10 common domains, covering nature, season, humanity and illumination, for total 80
categories, and 10 unique domains for each category. The capacity of most common domains and
unique domains is at least 200 and 50, respectively. The images from most domains are collected
by searching a combination of a category name and a phrase extend from the domain name (e.g.
“dog sitting on grass” for the category dog and the domain grass). Over 32,000 combinations are
adopted for searching images. The downloaded data contain a large portion of outliers that require
artificial annotations. Each image is assigned to two annotators and passes the selection when agreed
by both annotators. After the annotation process, 232.4k images are selected from over 1.0 million
images downloaded from the search engines. The scale of NICO++ is enormous enough to sup-
port the training of deep convolutional networks (e.g., ResNet-50) from scratch in types of domain
generalization scenarios. A statistical overview of the dataset is shown Figure 1.

3 COVARIATE SHIFT AND CONCEPT SHIFT

Consider a dataset with data points sampled from a joint distribution P (X,Y ) = P (Y |X)P (X).
Distribution shift within the dataset can be caused by the shift on P (X) (i.e., covariate shift) and

2The ratio of the number of categories in Animal, Plant, Vehicle and Substance is 40 : 12 : 14 : 14.
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shift on P (Y |X) (i.e., concept shift) (Shen et al., 2021). We give quantification for these two shifts
in any labeled dataset and analyze the preference of them from a perspective of the DG benckmark
via presenting two generalization bounds for multi-class classification. Then we evaluate NICO++

and current DG datasets empirically with the proposed metrics and show the superiority of NICO++.

Notations We use X and Y to denote the space of input X and outcome Y , respectively. We use
∆Y to denote a distribution on Y . A domain d corresponds to a distribution Dd on X and a labeling
function3 fd : X → ∆Y . The training and test domains are specified by (Dtr, ftr) and (Dte, fte),
respectively. We use ptr(x) and pte(x) to denote the probability density function on training and test
domains. Let ℓ : ∆Y × ∆Y → R+ define a loss function over ∆Y and H define a function class
mapping X to ∆Y . For any hypotheses h1, h2 ∈ H, the expected loss LD(h1, h2) for distribution
D is given as LD(h1, h2) = Ex∼D [ℓ(h1(x), h2(x))]. To simplify the notations, we use Ltr and Lte
to denote the expected loss LDtr and LDte in training and test domain, respectively. In addition, we
use εtr(h) = Ltr (h, ftr) and εte(h) = Lte (h, fte) to denote the loss of a function h ∈ H w.r.t. to the
true labeling function ftr and fte, respectively.

3.1 METRICS FOR COVARIATE SHIFT AND CONCEPT SHIFT

The distribution shift between the training domain (Dtr, ftr) and test domain (Dte, fte) can be de-
composed into covariate shift (i.e., shift between Dtr and Dte) and concept shift (i.e., shift between
ftr and fte). We propose the following metrics to measure the covariate shift and concept shift.

Definition 3.1 (Metrics for covariate shift and concept shift). Let H be a set of functions mapping
X to ∆Y and let ℓ : ∆Y ×∆Y → R+ define a loss function over ∆Y . For the two domains (Dtr, ftr)
and (Dte, fte), then

• the covariate shift is measured as the discrepancy distance (Mansour et al., 2009) (provided in
Definition 3.2) between Dtr and Dte under H and ℓ, i.e.,

Mcov (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ) ≜ disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ) , (1)

• the concept shift is measured as the maximum / minimum loss when using ftr on the test domain
or using fte on the training domain, i.e.,{

Mmin
cpt (Dtr,Dte, ftr, fte; ℓ) ≜ min {Ltr(ftr, fte),Lte(ftr, fte)} ,

Mmax
cpt (Dtr,Dte, ftr, fte; ℓ) ≜ max {Ltr(ftr, fte),Lte(ftr, fte)} .

(2)

Remark. We introduce two metrics for concept shift terms in Equation 2 because they both provide
meaningful characterizations of the concept shift. In addition, both Mmin

cpt and Mmax
cpt have close

connections with DG performance as shown in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 in Section 3.2. The
covariate shift is widely discussed in recent literature (Duchi et al., 2020; Ruan et al., 2021; Shen
et al., 2021) yet none of them give the quantification with function discrepancy, which favors the
analysis of DG performance and shows remarkable properties when H is large (such as the function
space supported by current deep models). The concept shift can be considered as the discrepancy
between the labeling rule ftr on the training data and the labeling rule fte on the test data. Intuitively,
consider that a circle in the training data is labeled as class A in training domains and class B in test
domains, models can hardly learn the labeling function on the test data (mapping the circle to class
B) without knowledge about test domains.

The discrepancy distance mentioned above is defined as follows.

Definition 3.2 (Discrepancy Distance (Mansour et al., 2009)). Let H be a set of functions map-
ping X to ∆Y and let ℓ : ∆Y × ∆Y → R+ define a loss function over ∆Y . The discrepancy
distance disc (D1,D2;H, ℓ) between two distributions D1 and D2 over X is disc (D1,D2;H, ℓ) ≜
suph1,h2∈H |LD1

(h1, h2)− LD2
(h1, h2)|.

We give formal analysis of metrics for covariate shift (Mcov) and concept shift (Mmin
cpt /Mmax

cpt )
below and the graphical explanation is shown in Figure 2.

3We use ∆Y here to denote that the labeling function may not be deterministic. This formulation also
includes deterministic labeling function cases.
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Figure 2: Graphical explanations of our proposed metric Mcov and Mmin
cpt /Mmax

cpt when H is the set
of all functions mapping X to ∆Y and ℓ is the 0-1 loss.

The covariate shift term Mcov. When the capacity of function class H is large enough and ℓ
is bounded, Mcov is in terms of the ℓ1 distance between two distributions, given by the following
proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Let H be the set of all functions mapping X to ∆Y and the range of the loss
function is [0,M ], then for any two distributions Dtr and Dte on X with probability density function
ptr and pte respectively, Mcov (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ) = M

2 ℓ1 (Dtr,Dte) =
M
2

∫
X |ptr(x)− pte(x)|dx.

It is clear that the covariate shift metric Mcov is determined by the accumulated bias between the
distribution Dtr and Dte defined on X and without contribution from Y , which meets the definition
of covariate shift.

The concept shift term Mmin
cpt and Mmax

cpt . When ℓ is set as the 0-1 loss, i.e., the loss
ℓ(ftr(x), fte(x)) is 0 if and only if ftr(x) = fte(x), Mmin

cpt and Mmax
cpt can be written as

Mmin
cpt /Mmax

cpt = min /max
{∫

X I[ftr(x) ̸= fte(x)]ptr(x)dx,
∫
X I[ftr(x) ̸= fte(x)]pte(x)dx

}
. Here

I[ftr(x) ̸= fte(x)] is an indicator function on whether ftr(x) ̸= fte(x).

Intuitively, the two terms in the min/max functions represent the probabilities of inconsistent label-
ing function in training and test domains. Mmin

cpt and Mmax
cpt further take the minimal and maximal

value of the two probabilities, respectively. It is rational that the concept shift is actually the integral
of ptr(x) (or pte(x)) over any points x where its corresponding label on training data differs from that
on test data. In practice, we estimate ftr and fte with models trained on source domains and target
domains, respectively. More discussion and comparison of discrepancy distance and other metrics
for distribution distance is in Appendix.

3.2 DATASET EVALUATION WITH THE METRICS

To use the covariate shift metric Mcov and concept shift metrics Mmin
cpt ,Mmax

cpt for dataset evalu-
ation, we show that larger covariate shift and smaller concept shift favors a discriminative domain
generalization benchmark. Intuitively, the critical point of datasets for domain generalization lies
in 1) significant covariate shift between domains that drives generalization challenging (Quiñonero-
Candela et al., 2008) and 2) common knowledge about categories across domains on which models
can rely on to conduct valid predictions on unseen domains (Zhao et al., 2019; Ilse et al., 2020).
The common knowledge requires the alignment between labeling functions of source domains and
target domains, i.e., a moderate concept shift. When there is a strong inconsistency between labeling
rules on training and test data, the classification loss instructing biased connections between visual
features and concepts is misleading for generalization to test data. Thus models can hardly learn
strong predictors for test data without knowledge of test domain.

To analyze the intuitions theoretically, we first propose an upper bound for the expected loss in the
test domain for any hypothesis h ∈ H.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose the loss function ℓ is symmetric and obeys the triangle inequality. Suppose
ftr, fte ∈ H. Then for any hypothesis h ∈ H, the following holds

εte(h) ≤ εtr(h) +Mcov (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ) +Mmin
cpt (Dtr,Dte, ftr, fte; ℓ) . (3)

Remark. Theorem 3.2 is closely related to generalization bounds in domain adaptation (DA) liter-
ature (Ben-David et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020). In detail,

5
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Table 1: Results of estimated covariate shift and concept shift of NICO++ and current DG datasets.
↑ donates that the higher the metric is, the better and ↓ is the opposite. The best results of all datasets
are highlighted in bold font.

I.I.D. PACS DomainNet VLCS Office-Home MNIST-M NICO++

Mcov ↑ 0 0.325(±0.053) 0.302(±0.039) 0.256(±0.041) 0.238(±0.049) 0.225(±0.034) 0.338(±0.031)

Mmin
cpt ↓ 0 0.434(±0.023) 0.247(±0.055) 0.303(±0.064) 0.353(±0.086) 0.243(±0.048) 0.152(±0.034)

Mmax
cpt ↓ 0 0.537(±0.054) 0.612(±0.057) 0.523(±0.044) 0.505(±0.084) 0.449(±0.030) 0.192(±0.040)

(Ben-David et al., 2006) first studied the generalization bound from a source domain to a target do-
main in binary classification problems and (Zhang et al., 2019; 2020) further extended the results to
multi-class classification problems. However, the bounds in their results depend on a specific term
λ∗ ≜ minh∈H εtr(h) + εte(h), which is conservative and relatively loose and can not be measured
as concept shift directly (Zhao et al., 2019). As a result, (Zhao et al., 2019) developed a bound
which explicitly takes concept shift (termed as conditional shift by them) into account. However,
their results are only applied to binary classifications and ℓ1 loss function. By contrast, Theorem 3.2
can be applied to multi-class classifications problems and any loss functions that are symmetric and
obeys the triangle inequality.

Theorem 3.2 quantitatively gives an estimation about the biggest gap between the performance of
a model on training and test data. If we consider H as a set of deep models trained on training
data with different learning strategies, the estimation indicates the upper bound of range in which
their performance varies. If we consider h as a model that fits training data, the bound gives an
estimation of how much the distribution shift of the dataset contributes to the performance drop
between training and test data.

Furthermore, we propose a lower bound for the expected loss in the test domain for any hypothesis
h ∈ H to better understand how the proposed metrics affects discrimination ability of datasets.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose the loss function ℓ is symmetric and obeys the triangle inequality. Suppose
ftr, fte ∈ H. Then for any hypothesis h ∈ H, the following holds

εte(h) ≥ Mmax
cpt (Dtr,Dte, ftr, fte; ℓ)−Mcov (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ)− εtr(h). (4)

As shown in Theorem 3.3, for any hypothesis h ∈ H, the term (Mcpt − Mcov) determines the
lower bound of the test loss and further determines the upper bound of the test performance of
h. The bound is critical to evaluate a dataset since the performance of any well-trained model
on test data is upper bounded by the properties (concept shift and covariate shift) of the dataset,
disregarding how the model is designed or learned. Specifically, consider the stop training condition
of a any possible model h is that the loss on the training data is smaller than γ, which is rational
with most of current training strategies, the performance of the model on test data is upper bounded
by γ −Mcpt +Mcov, which is irrelevant to the choice of h and the learning protocol. Intuitively,
when the discrepancy between labeling functions between training and test data, the better the model
fits training data, the worse it generalizes to test domains. Conversely, with more aligned labeling
functions, the common knowledge between training and test data is richer and more instructive, so
that the ceiling of generalization is higher. Moreover, the covariate shift Mcov contributes positively
to the upper bound of the test performance, given that the concept shift Mcpt can be considered as
integral of probability density ptr(x) (or pte(x)) over points with unaligned labeling functions, where
the covariate shift Mcov helps to counteract the impact of labeling mismatch.

As a result, the drop given by Theorem 3.3 is unsolvable for algorithms but modifiable by suppress-
ing the concept shift or enhancing the covariate shift. To better evaluate generalization ability, an
DG benchmark requires small concept shift and large covariate shift. The empirical versions of
Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 are provided in Appendix.

3.3 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

We compare NICO++ with current DG datasets in both covariate shift and concept shift.

For the covariate shift term, we first train two models from scratch jointly by optimizing the
following two objective function, namely L(1)

disc = LDtr(h1, h2) − LDte(h1, h2), and L(2)
disc =

LDte(h1, h2) − LDtr(h1, h2). We take the bigger one of the absolute value of L(1)
disc and L(2)

disc as
the final indicator for covariate shift Mcov. We adopt raw ResNet50 (He et al., 2016) as the model

6
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for NICO++, PACS, DomainNet, VLCS, and Office-Home and shallower CNNs (the structure is
shown in Appendix) for MNIST-M (Ganin & Lempitsky, 2015) as its image size is small. For a fair
comparison, we randomly select 2 domains as the source and 2 domains as the target for all datasets.
Since there are only 5 categories in VLCS, we randomly select 5 categories from each domain for
each run and report the average of 5 runs. Source and target domains from different datasets are set
to approximately the same capacity of images. The learning rate for all models is set to 0.1, batch
size is 64, and the number of training epoch is 20.

For the concept shift, we estimate ftr and fte with models that fit the source set and target set,
respectively. Specifically, we learn two models on the source and target set of a given dataset,
respectively, with the objective of category recognition and each of them on both source and target
data. More details of implementation can be found in Appendix.

Results are shown in Table 1. Concept shift on NICO++ is significantly lower than other datasets,
indicating more aligned labeling rules across domains and more instructive common knowledge of
categories can be learned by models. The covariate shifts of NICO++, PACS, and DomainNet are
comparable, which demonstrates that the distribution shift on images caused by the background can
be as strong as style shifts. It is worthy to notice that the term Mcpt − Mcov in Theorem 3.3
is larger than 0 on current DG datasets while lower than 0 on NICO++, indicating that the drop
caused by a shift of labeling function across domains is significant enough to damage the upper
generalization bound while the common knowledge across domains in NICO++ is sufficient for
models to approach the oracle performance.

4 EXPERIMENTS

Inspired by (Zhang et al., 2021a), we present two evaluation settings, namely classic domain gen-
eralization and flexible domain generalization and perform extensive experiments on both settings.
We design experimental settings to evaluate current DG methods and illustrate how NICO++ con-
tributes to filling in the evaluation on generalization to multiple unseen domains. Due to space
limitations, we only report major results, and more experimental details are provided in Appendix.

4.1 EVALUATION METRICS FOR ALGORITHMS

Despite the fact that the widely adopted evaluation methods in DG effectively shows the generaliza-
tion ability of models to the unseen target domain, they fail to sufficiently simulate real scenarios
in application. For example, the most popular evaluation method, namely leave-one-out evaluation
(Li et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2021), tests models on a single target domain for each training process,
while in real applications, a trained model is required to be reliable under any possible scenar-
ios with various data distributions. The compromise on the limitation of domain numbers in current
benchmarks, including PACS, VLCS, DomainNet, Office-Home, can be addressed by NICO++ with
sufficient aligned and unique domains. The superiority supports designing more realistic evaluation
metrics to test models’ generalization ability comprehensively.

We consider three simple metrics to evaluate DG algorithm, namely average accuracy, overall accu-
racy, and the standard deviation of accuracy across domains. The metrics are defined as follows.

Average =
1

K

K∑
k=1

acck, Overall =
1∑K

k=1 Nk

K∑
k=1

Nkacck, Std =

√√√√ 1

K − 1

K∑
k=1

(acck − Average)2. (5)

Here K is the number of domains in the test data, Nk is the number of samples in the k-th domain,
and acck is the prediction accuracy in the k-th domain. The metric Average is widely used in DG
literature, where both training and test domains for different categories are aligned. The metric
Overall is more reasonable when the domains can be various for different categories or the test
data are a mixture of unknown domains, and thus the accuracy for each domain is incalculable.
The metric Std indicates the standard deviation of the performance across different domains. Since
learning models that are consistently reliable in any possible environment is the target of DG and
many methods are designed to learn invariant representations (Ganin et al., 2016), Std is rational
and instructive. Please note that Std is insignificant in the leave-one-out evaluation method where
models tested on different target domains are trained on different combinations of source domains,
while domains of NICO++ are rich enough to evaluate models on various target domains with fixed
source domains.
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Table 2: Results of the DG setting on NICO++. We report the accuracy on each target domain, over-
all accuracy, mean accuracy, and variance of accuracies across all target domains. We reimplement
state-of-the-art unsupervised methods on DomainNet with ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016) as the back-
bone network for all the methods unless otherwise specified. Oracle donates the ResNet-50 trained
with data sampled from the target distribution (yet none of test images is seen in the training). Ova.
and Avg. indicate the overall accuracy of all the test data and the arithmetic mean of the accuracy of
3 domains, respectively. Note that they are different because the capacities of different domains are
not equal. The reported results are average over three repetitions of each run. The best results of all
methods are highlighted with the bold font and the second best with underlined font.

Method Training domains: G, Wa, R, A, I, Di Training domains: S, G, Wa, R, I, O

S Wi O Da Ova. Avg. Std A Wi Da Di Ova. Avg. Std

Deepall 80.95 79.96 73.30 76.27 77.50 77.62 3.05 81.47 79.53 78.13 77.19 79.20 79.08 1.61
SWAD (Cha et al., 2021) 82.71 81.92 76.15 77.20 79.54 79.50 2.86 82.95 80.33 79.16 77.58 79.82 80.00 1.96

MMLD (Matsuura & Harada, 2020) 76.45 80.11 76.25 76.91 77.40 77.43 1.57 80.25 78.27 78.56 76.23 78.15 78.33 1.43
RSC (Huang et al., 2020) 80.07 80.22 76.67 76.14 78.37 78.27 1.88 81.22 80.61 78.45 77.60 79.42 79.47 1.49

AdaClust (Thomas et al., 2021) 79.57 78.53 71.75 74.91 76.06 76.19 3.09 80.40 78.63 76.53 75.82 77.96 77.85 1.80
SagNet (Nam et al., 2021) 80.31 79.24 72.97 75.84 76.96 77.09 2.90 80.85 79.11 77.50 76.56 78.63 78.51 1.63
EoA (Arpit et al., 2021) 82.30 81.63 75.02 78.83 79.32 79.45 2.87 82.88 81.14 79.57 79.10 80.76 80.67 1.48

Mixstyle (Zhou et al., 2021b) 80.74 79.59 73.80 76.39 77.51 77.63 2.73 81.02 79.20 77.67 77.25 78.87 78.78 1.48
MLDG (Li et al., 2018a) 81.46 80.28 73.73 76.92 77.96 78.10 3.02 81.88 79.95 78.74 77.79 79.71 79.59 1.53
MMD (Li et al., 2018b) 81.37 80.63 73.82 77.10 78.12 78.23 3.01 81.93 80.28 78.71 77.85 79.81 79.69 1.56

CORAL (Sun & Saenko, 2016) 82.66 81.36 74.70 78.25 79.09 79.24 3.07 82.84 81.08 79.49 78.82 80.67 80.56 1.55
StableNet (Zhang et al., 2021a) 81.52 80.36 76.17 77.29 78.85 78.84 2.18 82.56 82.21 78.35 77.46 80.12 80.15 2.27

FACT (Xu et al., 2021b) 80.83 79.66 76.30 78.05 78.61 78.71 1.71 81.37 79.39 78.06 78.58 79.37 79.35 1.26
JiGen (Carlucci et al., 2019) 81.67 80.36 76.54 78.17 79.08 79.18 1.98 81.64 79.84 78.14 78.89 79.63 79.63 1.31

GroupDRO (Sagawa et al., 2019) 81.08 79.92 73.39 76.58 77.61 77.74 3.01 81.35 79.50 78.14 77.23 79.17 79.05 1.55
IRM (Arjovsky et al., 2019) 70.59 72.02 61.83 69.28 68.33 68.43 3.93 72.96 71.52 67.31 69.43 70.25 70.31 2.14

Oracle 86.42 86.68 84.44 84.59 85.55 85.53 1.02 87.79 87.86 84.33 85.18 86.29 86.29 1.57

Table 3: Results of the flexible DG setting on NICO++.
Method Deepall SWAD MMLD RSC AdaClust SagNet EoA MixStyle StableNet FACT JiGen Oracle

Rand. 74.19 75.62 73.25 75.20 73.39 72.79 76.22 73.47 77.37 75.34 75.44 84.60
Comp. 78.01 76.97 76.85 75.76 76.64 76.15 79.62 77.01 78.19 79.39 78.77 86.18
Avg. 76.10 76.30 75.05 75.48 75.02 74.47 77.92 75.24 77.78 77.37 77.11 85.39

4.2 BENCHMARK FOR CLASSIC DOMAIN GENERALIZATION

The common domains in NICO++ are consistent for all categories, which supports the experimental
designs of DG with aligned domains. They can be further grouped into 3 clusters with respect to
the kind of distribution shift (detailed discussions are in Appendix), namely location (e.g., indoor or
outdoor), background (e.g., around water or on grass), and time (e.g., dim or dark, winter or autumn)
shift. In this section we consider two levels of distribution shift, where domains across clusters are
selected for test and domains within the same cluster for test, respectively. Six domains are selected
for training and the others for test and the results of current representative methods with ResNet-50
as the backbone are shown in Table 2. Models generally show better generalization when tested
on a single cluster of common domains than the opposite, indicating that generalization to diverse
unseen domains is more challenging. Current SOTA methods such as EoA, CORAL, and StableNet
show their effectiveness, yet a significant gap between them and the oracle performance shows that
the room for improvement is spacious. More splits and implementation details are in Appendix.

4.3 BENCHMARK FOR FLEXIBLE DOMAIN GENERALIZATION

Compared current DG setting where domains are aligned across categories, flexible combination of
categories and domains in both training and test data can be more realistic and challenging (Zhang
et al., 2021a; Shen et al., 2021). In such cases, the level of the distribution shifts varies in different
classes, requiring a strong ability of generalization to tell common knowledge of categories from
various domains. We present two settings, namely random and compositional. We randomly select
two domains out of common domains as dominant ones, 12 out of the remaining domains as minor
ones and the other 6 domains as test data for each category for the random setting. There can be
spurious correlations between domains and labels since a domain can be with class A in training
data and class B in test data, while there can not be with class A in both training and test data. For
the compositional setting, 4 domains are chosen as exclusive training domains and others as sharing
domains. Then 2 domains are randomly selected from exclusive training domains as majority, 12
from sharing domains as minority and the remaining 4 in sharing domains for test. Thus there is no
spurious correlations between dominant domains and labels. We select all images from dominant
domains and 50 images from each minor domain for training and 50 images from each test domain
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Table 4: Standard deviation across epochs and seeds on different datasets.
PACS DomainNet VLCS OfficeHome NICO++

Method Epoch Seed Gap Epoch Seed Gap Epoch Seed Gap Epoch Seed Gap Epoch Seed Gap

Deepall 0.96 0.82 2.66 0.61 0.57 0.46 0.83 0.58 3.59 0.77 0.59 0.81 0.22 0.10 0.39
SWAD 0.41 0.76 1.61 0.35 0.30 0.39 0.74 0.49 0.58 0.31 0.25 0.30 0.07 0.05 0.06
MMLD 1.68 2.02 3.25 1.03 0.50 0.85 2.33 1.12 3.97 1.25 0.47 0.56 0.25 0.10 0.15

RSC 0.76 0.81 0.93 0.55 0.35 0.56 1.02 0.61 0.80 0.85 0.37 0.89 0.18 0.05 0.10
AdaClust 1.06 1.74 1.54 0.98 0.41 0.72 1.32 1.79 1.34 1.36 1.30 0.28 0.22 0.04 0.13
SagNet 0.74 2.44 2.78 0.92 0.23 0.54 0.94 1.74 4.19 0.80 0.30 0.44 0.11 0.31 0.61

EoA 0.11 0.36 0.18 0.22 0.16 0.02 0.15 0.45 0.21 0.05 0.29 0.08 0.02 0.04 0.13
MixStyle 1.53 0.63 1.69 0.60 0.36 0.42 1.27 1.78 3.40 0.72 0.43 0.56 0.17 0.16 0.00
MLDG 0.82 1.02 1.24 0.53 0.25 0.55 1.15 1.01 4.14 1.03 0.09 0.23 0.10 0.08 0.12
MMD 1.13 2.39 0.66 0.82 0.24 0.50 1.98 1.32 3.72 0.61 0.02 1.34 0.11 0.11 0.16

CORAL 1.09 1.02 1.18 0.52 0.48 0.47 0.77 0.94 3.18 0.49 0.28 0.50 0.06 0.17 0.19
StableNet 0.90 1.25 1.03 0.34 0.71 0.82 0.86 0.69 0.88 0.44 0.21 0.48 0.09 0.05 0.09

FACT 0.31 0.46 0.52 0.14 0.16 0.37 0.64 0.85 1.17 0.21 0.27 0.68 0.06 0.19 1.09
JiGen 0.33 1.15 0.70 0.16 0.18 0.39 0.51 0.67 1.30 0.20 0.69 0.25 0.05 0.09 0.10

GroupDRO 1.27 0.96 2.09 0.96 0.37 0.54 1.18 0.85 4.93 0.63 0.47 0.55 0.16 0.10 0.16
IRM 3.77 3.02 4.14 2.17 0.89 0.00 6.00 1.74 5.77 2.10 1.59 0.00 0.90 0.54 0.00

for test. Results are shown in Table 3. Current SOTA algorithm outperforms ERM by a noticeable
margin, yet the gap to Oracle remains significant. More splits and discussions are in Appendix.

4.4 TEST VARIANCE AND MODEL SELECTION

Model selection (including the choice of hyperparameters, training checkpoints and architecture
variants) affects DG evaluation considerably (Arpit et al., 2021; Gulrajani & Lopez-Paz, 2021). The
leak of knowledge of test data in training or model selection phase is criticized yet still usual in
current algorithms (Gulrajani & Lopez-Paz, 2021; Arpit et al., 2021). This issue is exacerbated by
the variance of test performance across random seeds, training iterations and other hyperparameters
in that one can choose the best seed or the model from the best epoch under the guidance of re-
leased oracle validation set for a noticeable improvement. NICO++ presents a feasible approach by
reducing the test variance and thus decreasing the possible improvement by leveraging the leak.

As shown in Section 3, the gap between the performance of a model on training and test data is
bounded by the sum of covariant shift and concept shift between source and target domains. In-
tuitively, test variance on NICO++ is lower than other current DG datasets given that NICO++

guarantees a significantly lower concept shift. Strong concept shift between source domains intro-
duces confusing mapping relations between input X and output Y, embarrassing the convergence
and enlarging the variance. Since most current deep models are optimized by stochastic gradient
descent (SGD), the test accuracy is prone to jitter as the input sequence determined by random seeds
varies. Moreover, concept shift also grows the mismatch between the performance on validation data
and test data, further widening the gap between target guided and source guided model selection.

Empirically, we compare the test variance and the improvement of leveraging oracle knowledge
on NICO++ with other datasets across various seeds and training epochs in Table 4. For the test
variance across random seeds, we train 3 models for each method with 3 random seeds and calculate
the test variance among them. For the test variance across epochs, we calculate the test variance
of the models saved on the last 10 epochs for each random seed and show the mean value of 3
random seeds. NICO++ shows a lower test variance compared with other datasets across both
various random seeds and training epochs, indicating a more stable estimation of generalization
ability robust to the choice of algorithm irrelevant hyperparameters. As a result, NICO++ alleviates
the oracle leaking issue by significantly squeezing the possible improvement space, leading to a
fairer comparison for DG methods.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the common grounds of advanced approaches for domain generalization
in vision. To facilitate the progressive research, we propose a context-extensive large-scale bench-
mark named NICO++ along with more rational evaluation methods for comprehensively evaluating
DG algorithms. Two metrics to quantify covariate shift and concept shift are proposed to evaluate
DG datasets upon two novel generalization bounds. Extensive experiments showed the superiority
of NICO++ over current datasets and benchmarked DG algorithms comprehensively.
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A RELATED WORKS

Benchmark Datasets. After the high-speed development benefited from the datasets, like PAS-
CAL VOC (Everingham et al., 2015), ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) and MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014),
in IID scenarios, a range of image datasets have been raised for the research of domain generalization
in visual recognition. he first branch modifies traditional image datasets with synthetic transforma-
tions, such as special data selection policies, perturbations or interventions, to simulate distribution
shifts, typically including the ImageNet variants (Hendrycks et al., 2021a; Hendrycks & Dietterich,
2019; Hendrycks et al., 2021b), MNIST variants (Arjovsky et al., 2019; Ghifary et al., 2015) and
Waterbirds (Sagawa et al., 2019). Another branch considers collecting data coming from different
source domains, including PACS (Li et al., 2017), Office-Home (Venkateswara et al., 2017), WILDS
(Koh et al., 2021), DomainNet (Peng et al., 2019), Terra Incognita (Beery et al., 2018), NICO (He
et al., 2021), and VLCS (Fang et al., 2013). In specific scenarios, Camelyon17 (Bandi et al., 2018)
has tissue slides sampled and post-processed in different hospitals; FMoW (Christie et al., 2018)
contains the satellites in distinct time and locations. However, these datasets utilize a simple cri-
terion to distinguish distributions, e.g. image style, not enough to cover the complexity in reality.
In addition, the domains of most current DG datasets are limited, leading to inadequate diversity in
training or test data. iWildCam (Beery et al., 2021), a large-scale dataset, takes pictures of wild ani-
mals with cameras at different locations and produces realistic distributional shifts. But it lacks the
ability to control the strength of distribution shift to simulate diverse DG settings. The last version
of NICO (He et al., 2021) is insufficient to support some typical settings such as DA and DG since
the domains are not aligned across categories.

Domain Generalization. There are several streams of literature studying the domain generaliza-
tion problem in vision. With extra information on test domains, domain adaptation methods (Ben-
David et al., 2006; Fang et al., 2020; Ghafoorian et al., 2017; Sener et al., 2016; Sugiyama et al.,
2007a;b; Tahmoresnezhad & Hashemi, 2017; Xu et al., 2021a; Zhang et al., 2016) show effective-
ness in addressing the distribution shift problems. By contrast, domain generalization aims to learn
models that generalize well on unseen target domains while only data from several source domains
are accessible. According to (Shen et al., 2021), DG methods can be divided into three branches,
including representation learning (Blanchard et al., 2017; 2011; Gan et al., 2016; Grubinger et al.,
2015; Jin et al., 2021; Muandet et al., 2013; Nam & Kim, 2018; Ghifary et al., 2016; Hu et al.,
2020), training strategies (Ding & Fu, 2017; Wang et al., 2020; Segu et al., 2020; Mancini et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2021b; Liao et al., 2020; Carlucci et al., 2019; Ryu et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019;
Huang et al., 2020), and data augmentation methods (Yue et al., 2019; Tobin et al., 2017; Peng et al.,
2018; Khirodkar et al., 2019; Tremblay et al., 2018; Prakash et al., 2019; Shankar et al., 2018; Volpi
et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2020). More comprehensive surveys on domain generalization methods can
be found in (Wang et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021b).

B MORE THEORETICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

B.1 EMPIRICAL VERSION OF THEOREM 3.2 AND THEOREM 3.3

Let D̂tr and D̂te be the empirical training/testing distribution and ε̂tr be the empirical loss with finite
samples. We first introduce the empirical Rademacher complexity.
Definition B.1 (Empirical Rademacher Complexity (Bartlett & Mendelson, 2002)). Let G be a set
of real-valued functions defined over X . Given a sample S ∈ Xn, the empirical Rademacher
Complexity of G is defines as follows:

R̂S(G) =
2

n
Eσ

[
sup
g∈G

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

i=1

σig
(
x(i)

)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ S =

(
x(1), x(2), . . . , x(n)

)]
. (6)

Here σ = {σi}ni=1 and σi are i.i.d. uniform random variables taking values in {+1,−1}.

With Definition B.1, we can provide data-dependent bounds from empirical samples for Theorem 3.2
and Theorem 3.3.
Theorem B.1. Suppose the loss function ℓ is symmetric, bounded by M > 0, and obeys the triangle
inequality. Suppose ftr, fte ∈ H. Then for any δ > 0, with probability at least 1 − δ over samples
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Str of size ntr and Ste of size nte, the following inequality holds for all h ∈ H,

εte(h) ≤ ε̂tr(h) +Mcpt

(
D̂tr, D̂te;H, ℓ

)
+Mmin

cpt (Dtr,Dte, ftr, fte; ℓ)

+ R̂Str(LH) + R̂Ste(LH) + R̂Str(ℓ ◦ H) +O

√
log(1/δ)

ntr
+

√
log(1/δ)

nte

 .
(7)

Here LH ≜ {x 7→ ℓ(h(x), h′(x)) : h, h′ ∈ H} and ℓ ◦ H ≜ {(x, y) 7→ ℓ(h(x), y) : h ∈ H}.

Theorem B.2. Suppose the loss function ℓ is symmetric, bounded by M > 0, and obeys the triangle
inequality. Suppose ftr, fte ∈ H. Then for any δ > 0, with probability at least 1 − δ over samples
Str of size ntr and Ste of size nte, the following inequality holds for all h ∈ H,

εte(h) ≥Mmax
cpt (Dtr,Dte, ftr, fte; ℓ)−Mcpt

(
D̂tr, D̂te;H, ℓ

)
− ε̂tr(h)

− R̂Str(LH)− R̂Ste(LH)− R̂Str(ℓ ◦ H)−O

√
log(1/δ)

ntr
+

√
log(1/δ)

nte

 .
(8)

Here LH ≜ {x 7→ ℓ(h(x), h′(x)) : h, h′ ∈ H} and ℓ ◦ H ≜ {(x, y) 7→ ℓ(h(x), y) : h ∈ H}.

Theorem B.1 and Theorem B.2 quantify the effect of finite sample size to the bounds given by
Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3. Generally the bounds are tighter as the sample size increases and
when the sample size tends towards infinity the bounds are identical to those given in Theorem 3.2
and Theorem 3.3, which meets the intuition.

B.2 AN INTUITIVELY EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED METRICS

Intuitively, the covariate shift in a dataset, which indicates how diversity of images across domains,
should be strongly correlated with the distinction of domains. So that we connect the proposed
metrics with the classification on domains.

As shown in (Mansour et al., 2009), the discrepancy distance is a general formulation of the dA-
distance proposed in (Ben-David et al., 2006), which is defined as follows.

Definition B.2 (dA-Distance (Kifer et al., 2004)). Let A be a set of subsets of X . The dA-distance
between two distributions Dtr and Dte (with probability density ptr and pte respectively) over X is
defined as

dA(Dtr,Dte) ≜ sup
a∈A

|ptr(a)− pte(a)|. (9)

According to (Mansour et al., 2009), when H = {f : X → {0, 1}} is a set of binary classification
functions and ℓ is set as the 0-1 classification loss, the discrepancy distance disc(Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ)

coincides with the dA-distance with A = {{x : h(x) = 1} : ∀h ∈ H̃} and H̃ = H∆H ≜
{|h′ − h| : h, h′ ∈ H}. Furthermore,

dA(Dtr,Dte) = sup
a∈A

|ptr(a)− pte(a)| = sup
h∈H̃

|Ex∈Dtr [h(x)]− Ex∈Dte [h(x)]|

= 2 sup
h∈H̃

1

2
(Ex∈Dtr [h(x)] + Ex∈Dte [1− h(x)])︸ ︷︷ ︸

prediction accuracy on domains

−1 (10)

The last equality is due to the property that h ∈ H̃ =⇒ 1− h ∈ H̃. Therefore, the dA-distance is in
terms of the optimal accuracy when classifying domains with functions in H̃.

As a result, the proposed covariate shift metric is strongly connected to a binary classification on
training/test domains. If we split a dataset into training and test subsets according to domains, the
more distinguishable these subsets are, the stronger covariate shift is within the dataset.
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B.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED METRICS AND KULLBACK-LEIBLER
DIVERGENCE

We slightly abuse notations here to use Dtr and Dte to denote the training distribution and testing dis-
tribution on X ×Y with probability density function ptr(x, y) and pte(x, y) respectively. In addition,
we use DX

tr and DX
te to denote the marginal distribution of Dtr and Dte on X .

DKL (Dtr∥Dte)

=

∫
X

∫
Y
ptr(x, y) log

ptr(x, y)

pte(x, y)
dxdy

=

∫
X

∫
Y
ptr(x, y) log

ptr(y|x)
pte(y|x)

dxdy +

∫
X

∫
Y
ptr(x, y) log

ptr(x)

pte(x)
dxdy

=

∫
X
ptr(x)

∫
Y
ptr(y|x) log

ptr(y|x)
pte(y|x)

dydx+

∫
X
ptr(x) log

ptr(x)

pte(x)
dx

= Ex∼DX
tr
[DKL (ptr(y|x)∥pte(y|x))]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Concept shift

+DKL

(
DX

tr ∥DX
te

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Covariate shift

.

(11)

Similar to our proposed metric Mcov and Mcpt, the KL divergence between the training domain and
testing domain could be divided into two parts, which measures the concept shift and covariate shift,
respectively. However, compared to the RHS of Equation 11, our proposed metrics could bring two
advantages. Firstly, our proposed metrics are easier to approximate with finite samples in practice
(as shown in Section 4.3 in the main paper and A.1 and A.2 in Appendix) while the estimation of
KL divergence is challenging (Wang et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2020). Secondly, our proposed metrics
have close connections with the error of models (as shown in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3), so that
they are more befitting the evaluation of DG datasets for benchmarking DG algorithms. As a result,
we adopt Mcov and Mcpt defined in the main body as the measures of covariate shift and concept
shift.

B.4 COMPARISON WITH OTHER METRICS

Recently, some work tried to identify and measure distribution shifts in DG datasets (Bai et al., 2020;
Ye et al., 2021). Specifically, (Ye et al., 2021) proposed to group current DG datasets to two clusters,
namely ones dominated by diversity shift and ones dominated by correlation shift. It assumes that
1) both training and test domains share the same labeling rule (i.e., ftr = fte) and 2) there is no label
shift across domains (i.e., ptr(Y ) = pte(Y )), which are unrestricted in our theorems. Especially,
the metric concept shift is proposed to measure how strong the labeling rule shifts between training
and test domains. Moreover, the circumscription and calculation of diversity shift and correlation
shift in (Ye et al., 2021) is based on variables related to X but irrelevant to Y , and they require to
be identified and split from X initially, which can be challenging and even unsolvable (Shen et al.,
2021; Zhang et al., 2021a). While our metrics are defined according to X itself and straightforward
to estimate.

C IMPORTANT LEMMAS AND OMITTED PROOFS

C.1 IMPORTANT LEMMAS

Lemma C.1 (Rademacher Bound (Mansour et al., 2009)). Let G be a class of functions mapping
Z = X ×Y to [0,M ] and S = (z1, z2, . . . , zn) a finite sample drawn i.i.d. according to a distribu-
tion D. Then for any δ > 0, with probability at least 1 − δ over samples S of size n, the following
inequality holds for all g ∈ G,

LD(g) ≤ L̂D(g) + R̂S(G) + 3M

√
log(2/δ)

2n
.

Lemma C.2 (Generalization bound for discrepancy distance (Mansour et al., 2009)). Assume that
the loss function ℓ is bounded by M > 0. Let D be a distribution over X and let D̂ denote the
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corresponding empirical distribution for a sample S = (x1, x2, . . . , xn). Then for any δ > 0, with
probability at least 1− δ over sample S of size n drawn according to P ,

disc
(
D, D̂;H, ℓ

)
≤ R̂S(LH) + 3M

√
log(2/δ)

2n
.

Here LH ≜ {x 7→ ℓ(h(x), h′(x)) : h, h′ ∈ H}.

C.2 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1

Proof. First, we know that

disc (D1,D2;H, ℓ)

= sup
h1,h2∈H

|LD1
(h1, h2)− LD2

(h1, h2)|

= max

{
sup

h1,h2∈H
LD1

(h1, h2)− LD2
(h1, h2), sup

h1,h2∈H
LD2

(h1, h2)− LD1
(h1, h2)

}
.

When H is the set of all possible functions,

sup
h1,h2∈H

LD1
(h1, h2)− LD2

(h1, h2)

= sup
h1,h2∈H

∫
X
ℓ(h1(x), h2(x))(p1(x)− p2(x))dx

=

∫
X

(
sup

y1,y2∈Y
ℓ(y1, y2)(p1(x)− p2(x))

)
dx

=M

∫
X
max {p1(x)− p2(x), 0}dx

=
M

2

∫
X
|p1(x)− p2(x)|dx =

M

2
ℓ1(D1,D2).

Similarly, we can get that suph1,h2∈H LD2
(h1, h2)−LD1

(h1, h2) =
M
2 ℓ1(D1,D2). Now the claim

follows.

C.3 PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2

Proof. ∀h ∈ H,

εte(h) = Lte(fte, h) ≤ Ltr(fte, h) + disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ)

≤ disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ) + Ltr(ftr, fte) + Ltr(ftr, h)

= εtr(h) + disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ) + Ltr(ftr, fte).

The first inequality is due to the definition of discrepancy distance and the assumption fte ∈ H. And
the second inequality is according to the triangle inequality of ℓ. Similarly, we have

εte(h) = Lte(fte, h) ≤ Lte(ftr, fte) + Lte(ftr, h)

≤ disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ) + Lte(ftr, fte) + Ltr(ftr, h)

= εtr(h) + disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ) + Lte(ftr, fte).

Now the claim follows from the above two inequalities.

C.4 PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3

Proof. ∀h ∈ H,

εte(h) = Lte (fte, h) ≥ Ltr (fte, h)− disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ)

≥ Ltr (ftr, fte)− Ltr (ftr, h)− disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ)

= Ltr (ftr, fte)− disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ)− εtr(h).
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The first inequality is due to the definition of discrepancy distance and the assumption fte ∈ H. And
the second inequality is according to the triangle inequality of ℓ. Similarly, we have,

εte(h) = Lte (fte, h) ≥ Lte (ftr, fte)− Lte (ftr, h)

≥ Lte (ftr, fte)− disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ)− Ltr (ftr, h)

= Lte (ftr, fte)− disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ)− εtr(h).

Now the claim follows from the above two inequalities.

C.5 PROOF OF THEOREM B.1

Proof. According to Theorem 3.2 and triangle inequality of disc(·, ·;H, ℓ) (Mansour et al., 2009),

εte(h) ≤ εtr(h) +Mcov (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ) +Mmin
cpt (Dtr,Dte, ftr, fte; ℓ)

= εtr(h) + disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ) + min {Ltr(ftr, fte),Lte(ftr, fte)}

≤ εtr(h) + disc
(
Dtr, D̂tr;H, ℓ

)
+ disc

(
D̂tr, D̂te;H, ℓ

)
+ disc

(
D̂te,Dte;H, ℓ

)
+min {Ltr(ftr, fte),Lte(ftr, fte)} .

According to Lemma C.1, with probability at least 1− δ/3, ∀h ∈ H,

εtr(h) = LDtr(h) ≤ L̂tr(h) + R̂Str(ℓ ◦ H) + 3M

√
log(6/δ)

2ntr

= ε̂tr(h) + R̂Str(ℓ ◦ H) + 3M

√
log(6/δ)

2ntr
.

In addition, according to Lemma C.2, with probability at least 1− δ/3,

disc
(
Dtr, D̂tr;H, ℓ

)
≤ R̂Str(LH) + 3M

√
log(6/δ)

2ntr
.

And with probability at least 1− δ/3,

disc
(
Dte, D̂te;H, ℓ

)
≤ R̂Ste(LH) + 3M

√
log(6/δ)

2nte
.

Now the claim follows from the three inequalities above.

C.6 PROOF OF THEOREM B.2

Proof. According to Theorem 3.3 and triangle inequality of disc(·, ·;H, ℓ) (Mansour et al., 2009),

εte(h) ≥Mmax
cpt (Dtr,Dte, ftr, fte; ℓ)−Mcov (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ)− εtr(h)

= max {Ltr(ftr, fte),Lte(ftr, fte)} − disc (Dtr,Dte;H, ℓ)− εtr(h)

≥ max {Ltr(ftr, fte),Lte(ftr, fte)} − εtr(h)

−
(
disc

(
Dtr, D̂tr;H, ℓ

)
+ disc

(
D̂tr, D̂te;H, ℓ

)
+ disc

(
D̂te,Dte;H, ℓ

))
.

Similar to the proof of Theorem B.1, the claim follows from the forementioned three inequalities.

D MORE EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We present more experimental results and discussion about other backbones, pretraining methods
and other split of NICO++.
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Table 5: Results of the DG setting on NICO++. We report the accuracy on each target domain, over-
all accuracy, mean accuracy, and variance of accuracies across all target domains. We reimplement
state-of-the-art unsupervised methods on NICO++ with ResNet-18 as the backbone network for all
the methods unless otherwise specified. Oracle donates the ResNet-18 trained with data sampled
from the target distribution (yet none of test images is seen in the training). Ova. and Avg. indi-
cate the overall accuracy of all the test data and the arithmetic mean of the accuracy of 3 domains,
respectively. Note that they are different because the capacities of different domains are not equal.
The reported results are average over three repetitions of each run. The best results of all methods
are highlighted with the bold font.

Method Training domains: G, Wa, R, A, I, Di Training domains: S, G, Wa, R, I, O

S Wi O Da Ova. Avg. Std A Wi Da Di Ova. Avg. Std

Deepall 72.27 71.64 63.89 65.97 68.38 68.44 3.60 73.86 71.38 69.99 68.00 71.02 70.81 2.14
AdaClust 65.40 65.90 58.16 59.76 62.32 62.30 3.40 67.36 64.62 63.00 60.45 64.11 63.86 2.51
SagNet 71.76 70.90 63.54 64.88 67.72 67.77 3.61 74.04 71.08 70.05 67.96 71.00 70.78 2.19

EoA 74.12 73.78 65.65 69.11 70.58 70.67 3.51 75.52 73.30 71.39 70.59 72.83 72.70 1.90
Mixstyle 72.25 70.73 63.55 65.63 67.92 68.04 3.57 73.28 70.53 66.82 67.52 70.33 69.54 2.57
MLDG 73.29 72.21 64.90 66.38 69.12 69.19 3.61 74.64 71.61 70.96 68.43 71.66 71.41 2.21
MMD 72.32 71.55 64.07 66.09 68.44 68.51 3.51 73.59 70.79 70.03 68.32 70.87 70.68 1.90

CORAL 74.77 73.50 66.43 68.97 70.80 70.92 3.37 75.84 73.37 72.12 71.04 73.23 73.09 1.79
StableNet 74.02 73.53 68.11 68.25 71.07 70.98 2.80 75.37 72.02 70.88 71.40 72.24 72.42 1.75

FACT 73.49 73.08 68.69 69.62 71.19 71.22 2.10 75.13 72.27 71.07 71.28 72.49 72.44 1.62
JiGen 74.10 72.88 68.41 69.75 71.19 71.29 2.30 75.04 72.59 70.74 71.42 72.47 72.45 1.64

GroupDRO 72.26 71.25 63.49 65.70 68.08 68.18 3.68 73.95 70.97 69.92 67.95 70.91 70.70 2.17
IRM 68.46 69.26 59.45 64.61 65.38 65.45 3.88 72.51 70.84 67.43 67.99 69.74 69.69 2.08

Oracle 81.53 82.21 78.34 78.57 80.22 80.16 1.73 82.23 82.83 77.19 80.51 80.54 80.69 2.19
Oracle* 85.69 84.26 82.22 82.92 83.72 83.77 1.33 85.51 84.26 82.92 82.85 83.93 83.88 1.09

Table 6: Results of the flexible DG setting on NICO++ with ResNet-18 as backbone.

Method Deepall SWAD MMLD RSC AdaClust SagNet EoA MixStyle StableNet FACT JiGen Oracle

Rand. 64.76 67.14 66.09 65.97 63.29 64.51 67.13 64.59 67.29 68.42 67.44 76.01
Comp. 68.93 70.25 68.20 68.22 66.33 68.43 70.85 67.86 70.72 71.70 70.64 78.63
Avg. 66.84 68.70 67.15 67.10 64.81 66.47 68.99 66.23 69.00 70.06 69.04 77.32

D.1 BENCHMARK WITH RESNET-18 AS BACKBONE

As a large scale dataset, NICO++ is diverse and rich enough to support training of ResNet-50 and
ResNet-18. In the main paper we present Benchmark of classic DG and flexible DG with ResNet-50
as the backbone for current DG algorithms. In this section we benchmark current DG algorithms
with ResNet-18 as the backbone. We keep the experimental settings and data split the same as those
in Section 5.2 and 5.3 in the main paper and results of classic DG setting are in Table 5 and results
of flexible DG setting are in Table 6.

Please note we adopt two methods to calculate the oracle results for with and without domain labels.
Specifically, in the first approach we randomly split all data in target domains into training, validation
and test sets with the ratio of 7:1:2 and train the model with ERM on the training subset, so that the
model is trained with a mixture of target domains. In the second approach, we randomly split each
target domain into training, validation and test sets with the ratio of 7:1:2, and train a model for each
of target domains, so that both the training and test data are from a single domain in each training.
We report the results of the first approach which is lower than the second approach in Table 2 and
Table 3 in main paper donated as oracle. We donate the results of the first approach as oracle and
the second as oracle* here in Table 5.

SOTA methods including EoA, CORAL and StableNet still show outstanding performance with
ResNet-18 as the backbone, which is consistent with results in Section 5.2 in the main paper, indi-
cating the stability and consistency when benchmarking with NICO++ across different backbones.

D.2 PRETRAINING METHODS

Though the pretraining on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) is widely adopted in current visual recogni-
tion algorithms as the initialization of the model, the mapping from visual features to category labels
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Table 7: Results of the DG setting on NICO++ with randomly initialized ResNet-50 as the back-
bone.

Method Training domains: G, Wa, R, A, I, Di Training domains: S, G, Wa, R, I, O

S Wi O Da Ova. Avg. Std A Wi Da Di Ova. Avg. Std

Deepall 57.25 57.88 50.54 50.39 54.01 54.02 4.69 58.16 50.45 60.14 51.15 55.57 54.98 4.24
SagNet 58.85 58.46 55.38 50.03 55.85 55.68 3.53 59.23 55.30 59.28 50.10 56.79 55.98 3.76

EoA 58.03 57.39 54.15 50.22 54.82 54.95 3.10 58.82 54.27 58.20 51.55 56.19 55.71 2.97
Mixstyle 56.40 56.34 54.03 49.46 54.21 54.06 2.82 60.29 54.35 59.07 50.34 56.65 56.01 3.96

MMD 55.22 54.76 52.47 46.69 52.45 52.29 3.39 58.15 51.76 57.93 46.12 54.34 53.49 4.97
CORAL 58.09 56.89 54.52 47.88 54.50 54.35 3.95 58.56 54.51 58.89 47.98 55.76 54.99 4.40

StableNet 59.02 59.58 54.49 52.15 56.30 56.31 3.11 59.96 53.25 61.14 50.07 56.87 56.11 4.60
JiGen 57.28 55.68 55.78 51.32 55.06 55.02 2.23 58.17 54.01 56.28 51.74 55.40 55.05 2.41

GroupDRO 57.88 56.53 55.76 48.90 54.91 54.77 3.47 58.29 53.00 59.11 47.84 55.35 54.56 4.53

Table 8: Results of the DG setting on NICO++ with randomly initialized ResNet-50 as the back-
bone.

Method Deepall SWAD MMLD RSC SagNet EoA MixStyle StableNet JiGen

Rand. 51.13 52.05 49.85 51.98 52.55 51.52 50.29 52.95 51.80
Comp. 53.39 54.43 53.27 53.11 53.71 53.79 53.92 53.28 54.21
Avg. 52.26 53.24 51.56 52.55 53.13 52.66 52.11 53.12 53.01

can be biased and misleading given that ImageNet can be considered as a set of data sampled from
latent domains (Shen et al., 2021; He et al., 2021) which can be different from those in a given DG
benchmark. For example, the images in ImageNet are similar to the ones in domain photo in PACS
and real in DomainNet while contrasting with other domains, so that ImageNet can be considered as
an extension of specific domains, causing unbalance and bias in domains. Moreover, if we consider
the background of a image is its domain, then the diversity of background in ImageNet can leak
knowledge about target domains which are supposed to be unknown in the training phase. Thus this
is a critical problem in DG yet remains undiscussed.

We benchmark current DG methods with random initialization instead of pretrained on ImageNet.
We adopt randomly initialized ResNet-50 as the backbone and keep the experimental settings and
data split the same as those in Section 5.2 and 5.3 in the main paper. The results are shown in
Table 7. Without pretraining, both ERM and most current DG methods still show valid results.
We fail to achieve valid results with IRM and MLDG, which may be caused by the requirement of
careful tunning and subtle choice of hyperparameters.

D.3 OTHER SPLITS OF DOMAINS

Given that NICO++ contains 10 common domains and 10 unique domains, extensive experimental
settings with controllable degree and type of contribution shifts can be constructed with various
selection of domains for training and test data. In the main paper we select grass, water, rock,
autumn, indoor and dim as source domains and sand, winter, outdoor, dark as target domains in
the first split in Section 5.2 while autumn, winter, dark and dim as target domains and others as
source domains in the second split. Here we benchmark DG methods with other split of training
and testing domains. We randomly select rock, indoor, outdoor and dim for testing and others for
training. The results are in Table 9. The consistency of outstanding performance of some SOTA
methods including EoA, CORAL and StableNet across different splits indicates that the concept
shifts between domains are comparable and small enough, so that common knowledge are strong
and rich enough for models to learn. Please note the gap between oracle* and oracle is considerable
and the improvement space on NICO++ for DG methods is significant.

D.4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Data generation. The MNIST-M are generated by blending digit figures from the original MNIST
dataset over patches extracted from images in BSDS500 dataset. The backgrounds are cropped from
200 images, resulting in 200 domains. The backgrounds from the same domain may be different
given they are randomly cropped from the same image.
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Table 9: Results of the DG setting on other split of NICO++ with ImageNet pretrained ResNet-50
as the backbone. The training domains are grass, water, rock, autumn, indoor and dim while the
others are test domains.

Method Training domains: S, Wi, Da, G, Wa, A

R I O Di Ova. Avg. Std

Deepall 79.87 58.18 77.39 74.91 72.79 72.59 8.50
AdaClust 78.51 55.72 75.34 72.72 70.76 70.57 8.82
SagNet 79.45 56.44 76.69 75.20 72.14 71.94 9.08

EoA 81.30 60.69 78.75 76.06 74.39 74.20 8.02
Mixstyle 79.42 57.34 76.64 75.74 72.46 72.29 8.73
MLDG 80.13 59.03 77.49 75.23 73.15 72.97 8.23
MMD 80.60 59.15 77.96 75.73 73.55 73.36 8.38

CORAL 81.32 59.52 78.44 76.64 74.15 73.98 8.51
StableNet 80.98 59.88 78.65 76.11 74.11 73.91 8.28

FACT 79.89 57.53 77.27 77.63 73.25 73.08 9.03
JiGen 80.45 56.99 77.29 77.56 73.22 73.07 9.37

GroupDRO 80.06 58.44 77.62 75.21 73.04 72.83 8.49
IRM 70.19 48.96 66.16 61.76 61.90 61.77 7.97

Oracle 83.69 79.14 83.58 84.27 82.72 82.67 2.05
Oracle* 89.95 84.31 90.25 89.33 88.57 88.46 2.42

Datasets evaluation. For experiments of datasets evaluation in Section 4.3 in the main paper, we
adopt ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016) as the backbone for NICO++, PACS, DomainNet, VLCS, and
Office-Home and shallower CNNs for MNIST-M as its image size is small. We show the structure
of the used shallow CNNs in Table 12. We set the learning rate to 0.1 and batch to 64 for 20 epochs
of training.

DG benchmarks. For experiments of benchmarking DG algorithms, we adopt weights pretrained
on ImageNet as the initialization in Section 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 in the main paper. The batch size is 192,
the training epoch number is 60, learning rate is 2e-3 and decays to 2e-4 at epoch 30, and weight
decay is 1e-3. For experiments without pretrained initialization in Section D.2, the batch size is 192,
the training epoch number is 90, learning rate is 2e-2 with a cosine decay process, and weight decay
is 1e-4.

E MORE STATICS AND EXAMPLE IMAGES OF NICO++

We show the detailed statistics of common and unique domains of the NICO++ dataset in Table 10
and Table 11, respectively. We present all the names of unique domains and image numbers for each
category.

We show example images of the common and unique domains in NICO++ in Figure 3 and Figure 4,
respectively.
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Table 10: Detailed statistics of common domains in the NICO++ dataset.

Common Domains

Category water grass sand rock autumn winter indoor outdoor dim dark Total

car 306 321 244 285 206 348 386 402 300 386 3184

flower 358 419 222 322 128 218 229 341 221 319 2777

penguin 396 355 258 233 50 364 50 174 276 50 2206

camel 328 263 330 83 50 296 80 220 214 98 1962

chair 503 213 216 81 234 236 332 276 145 111 2347

monitor 50 62 50 50 50 50 313 67 50 50 792

truck 442 359 213 232 174 218 204 246 331 213 2632

tiger 374 297 50 201 126 328 218 78 73 199 1944

wheat 106 290 50 50 137 133 50 139 199 115 1269

sword 71 173 66 193 50 57 178 87 89 50 1014

seal 414 290 284 272 50 355 50 269 115 50 2149

wolf 277 239 120 265 235 281 107 50 179 137 1890

lion 253 460 270 256 125 246 236 50 294 278 2468

fish 248 186 94 95 50 50 311 50 82 100 1266

dolphin 340 88 118 50 50 50 114 310 176 54 1350

lifeboat 543 125 189 123 50 118 151 375 94 100 1868

tank 162 252 202 50 50 247 258 234 65 96 1616

corn 155 195 68 50 186 78 150 186 151 152 1371

fishing rod 492 223 313 249 190 317 195 379 265 69 2692

owl 230 378 167 123 193 328 166 197 290 251 2323

sunflower 198 327 124 97 54 165 63 209 289 216 1742

cow 387 861 323 150 233 445 296 263 268 128 3354

bird 606 595 229 301 180 423 176 203 414 149 3276

clock 213 283 182 84 252 259 239 267 94 171 2044

shrimp 260 190 117 50 50 50 86 50 50 56 959

goose 278 391 106 57 146 154 87 349 193 50 1811

airplane 256 276 281 268 71 295 243 345 229 221 2485

shark 289 123 209 50 50 50 52 257 255 162 1497

rabbit 160 457 232 122 126 342 309 167 88 67 2070

snake 252 364 347 206 150 74 197 187 50 142 1969

hot air balloon 460 270 319 254 147 328 50 367 227 291 2713

lizard 369 374 312 344 130 57 161 346 50 106 2249

hat 280 285 295 73 210 142 376 404 147 92 2304

spider 246 268 339 98 50 88 179 248 194 212 1922

motorcycle 390 350 265 266 258 220 285 347 331 239 2951

tortoise 292 357 300 199 68 50 134 291 64 50 1805

dog 886 488 410 240 311 831 437 456 322 239 4620

crocodile 343 255 272 151 50 50 138 327 77 157 1820

elephant 402 455 326 85 50 169 96 286 338 168 2375

chicken 210 268 138 50 80 291 211 272 51 50 1621

bee 155 226 104 50 50 59 50 146 50 50 940

gun 290 283 51 71 73 130 346 224 91 160 1719

fox 186 401 236 152 217 271 172 161 133 193 2122

phone 417 219 340 130 100 156 284 234 106 311 2297

bus 348 332 195 187 162 262 280 367 202 220 2555

cat 353 455 238 187 224 699 518 249 241 228 3392
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sailboat 434 332 222 236 92 226 78 402 251 205 2478

giraffe 368 444 247 149 89 117 135 214 277 86 2126

cactus 298 319 299 205 50 202 306 203 310 211 2403

pumpkin 212 236 129 75 289 64 137 240 167 89 1638

train 271 346 212 219 243 279 115 202 238 263 2388

dragonfly 226 447 138 188 94 50 50 250 291 80 1814

ship 402 203 225 205 74 213 200 378 302 244 2446

helicopter 249 308 338 225 73 241 287 436 314 233 2704

bicycle 327 362 215 327 208 321 202 415 385 253 3015

racket 135 241 113 50 50 53 162 207 76 64 1151

squirrel 209 437 299 241 272 376 80 266 107 91 2378

bear 550 665 154 193 145 624 239 131 164 132 2997

scooter 132 240 103 110 179 130 119 222 71 99 1405

mailbox 92 309 227 234 89 239 73 229 78 50 1620

horse 305 438 386 174 239 319 293 375 318 162 3009

pineapple 363 240 249 50 50 63 125 154 50 59 1403

banana 116 367 50 50 50 50 184 130 50 50 1097

mushroom 96 321 155 50 254 111 173 245 99 129 1633

cauliflower 84 79 50 50 50 50 119 79 50 50 661

whale 222 87 205 60 50 103 50 214 282 73 1346

frog 296 351 233 258 208 99 50 106 54 248 1903

football 140 235 306 50 60 133 101 278 163 50 1516

camera 254 255 253 126 249 208 275 211 261 139 2231

ostrich 252 286 310 113 50 163 118 336 153 50 1831

beetle 170 295 258 214 114 53 50 138 65 109 1466

tent 441 389 270 250 265 279 163 288 280 288 2913

kangaroo 252 346 304 110 76 250 102 197 257 120 2014

monkey 251 322 139 337 93 222 253 231 184 99 2131

crab 178 287 242 184 50 50 144 128 117 124 1504

lemon 235 312 54 50 60 50 94 131 50 50 1086

pepper 142 134 50 50 128 50 50 123 50 50 827

sheep 292 438 237 335 273 239 329 395 303 135 2976

butterfly 111 388 159 255 132 76 58 248 182 82 1691

umbrella 364 303 238 119 232 208 196 372 250 246 2528
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Table 11: Detailed statistics of unique domains in the NICO++ dataset.

Category Unique Domains Total

car red green on
track

across
bridge

repair-
ing

aside
people

in gas
station

with-
out
roof

on
booth

aside
traffic
light 669

139 114 77 77 57 51 47 40 37 30

flower peony in vase bou-
quet

carna-
tion rose

in
glass
dome

chrysan-
the-

mum

hold-
ing wreath on ear 1073

140 133 132 125 122 122 115 89 65 30

penguin
with
hair brown lying blue in mud

watch-
ing
egg

in cave
open-
ing

mouth

with
shadow

with
child 402

62 56 53 47 34 30 30 30 30 30

camel
people
riding sitting lying

carry-
ing

goods
white

with
single
hump

on
leash roaring

with
triple

humps
in cave 698

125 124 93 87 80 69 30 30 30 30

chair wooden
arm-
chair

rock-
ing

chair

with
cush-
ion

circle lying
people
sitting

on
green

in
class-
room

red 959

137 132 124 117 107 98 94 90 30 30

monitor
ultraw-

ide curved
beside
key-

board
white touch-

ing
beside
laptop micro in box on

table
turned

off 426

93 63 52 38 30 30 30 30 30 30

truck
aban-
don

with
crane

carry-
ing
con-

trainer

yellow repair-
ing armed in gas

station in race out of
tunnel

with-
out
con-

tainer
784

122 119 111 105 81 73 58 52 33 30

tiger lying white eating roaring

pass-
ing the
ring of

fire

in cave in mud with
shadow

with
chain

in hos-
pital 648

143 128 121 54 41 41 30 30 30 30

wheat
ear of
wheat green

being
har-

vested

wheat
on

hand
in jar on

table
hang-
ing

in
mouth

tied up
by red
ribbon

through
magni-

fier
697

142 139 117 97 52 30 30 30 30 30

sword wooden
hold-
ing dagger on

rack

in
scab-
bard

fenc-
ing golden with

shield
with
tassel in mud 684

123 105 104 100 81 41 40 30 30 30

seal spotted
in

aquar-
ium

white belly
up

stand-
ing

play-
ing
with
ball

diving sitting grey with
baby 502

119 79 72 42 35 35 30 30 30 30

wolf white run-
ning

cub
wolf in cave roaring in mud

stick
outing
tongue

with
shadow

belly
up

under
moon 559

127 124 98 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

lion
cub
lion

sleep-
ing

run-
ning eating white lioness roaring in mud in cave

prey-
ing on
hippo 800

132 131 127 124 85 61 50 30 30 30

fish

black
gold-
fish

open-
ing

mouth
in tank glow-

ing

red
cru-
cian

in net on
hand in ice with

baby eating 429
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118 57 44 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

dolphin

play-
ing

with
ball

jump-
ing

in
aquar-
ium

white black through
ring

with
baby

stand-
ing diving aside

people 617

134 134 114 53 32 30 30 30 30 30

lifeboat
with

people
hang-
ing

en-
closed

on
wave yellow rubber with

paddle white across
bridge

repair-
ing 662

120 107 102 85 83 43 32 30 30 30

tank
with

soldier firing
with

air de-
fense

am-
phibi-

ous

carry-
ing

missile

in
smoke

in
swamp

with
flag green turn

over 577

106 101 93 84 37 34 32 30 30 30

corn
hold-
ing

in
basket eating red eaten with

cob
on a
stick

with
leaf

color-
ful roasted 946

143 136 121 100 99 81 81 74 58 53

fishing rod

on
rack

on
hand wooden blue straight

in
bucket

on
railing

with
wind-

ing
wheel

curved in bag 618

108 89 75 74 59 58 53 42 30 30

owl
sleep-

ing flying white lying prey-
ing in cave

on
shoul-

der

under
moon

run-
ning on arm 555

123 117 94 36 35 30 30 30 30 30

sunflower

with
sun-
glass

under
sun red wilted potted white

in
glass
dome

aside
people

beside
wind-
mill

with
cloud 738

144 118 117 101 82 55 31 30 30 30

cow lying baby
cow

being
milked

Indian
cow

with
curly
hair

with
long
horn

spotted aside
people

jump-
ing

on
steroids 813

137 125 117 117 77 60 57 48 45 30

bird
long
beak yellow flying on

hand green
open-
ing

mouth
eating in nest

on
shoul-

der

walk-
ing 804

114 112 99 97 83 81 76 73 39 30

clock

me-
chani-

cal
watch

pendu-
lum

clock
alarm pocket

watch timer on
tower

on
wall

elec-
tric

on
table on arm 847

121 118 110 108 96 95 64 58 47 30

shrimp
on

hand
trans-
parent cooked in net

dark
Brown-
shelled
Shrimp

lobster in ice giving
birth

glow-
ing eating 334

64 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

goose

flap-
ping

wings

in wet-
land eating hatch-

ing in mud on roof black being
caught in egg aside

people 441

114 57 44 39 37 30 30 30 30 30

airplane
taking

off fighter bi-
plane

with
plane
ladder

civil
with
rain-
bow

aside
pilot on ship with

cloud
with

the sun 671

130 124 95 90 60 52 30 30 30 30

shark

great
white
shark

open-
ing

mouth

in
aquar-
ium

belly
up

being
preyed

hard-
back
dwarf
shark

prey-
ing diving wounded

beside
cage 492

117 85 76 34 30 30 30 30 30 30

rabbit red eye eating
carrot black jump-

ing
angus
rabbit

on
hand

with
clother

with
ribbon in cave belly

up 668
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137 128 124 95 62 32 30 30 30 30

snake eating
stick-

ing out
tongue

in hole white cir-
cling in egg attack-

ing
on

hand cobra on
stick 562

106 99 78 57 52 50 30 30 30 30

hot air balloon
yellow on fire on

ground
nearby
tower festival black pink

with
rain-
bow

red black 367

100 74 37 32 32 32 30 30 30 30

lizard

stick-
ing out
tongue

on
hand orange eating

worms in cave in mud green on
stick

stand-
ing

prey-
ing 481

127 126 120 48 30 30 30 30 30 30

hat
straw
hat top hat blue with

mask woolen
hang-
ing helmet woolly

be-
sides
sun-
glass

flat cap 836

125 112 107 105 94 88 63 52 30 30 30

spider hairy yellow on
hand

spin-
ing
silk

speci-
men white

in
spider
web

in hole lying crawl 711

116 109 99 81 78 74 52 42 30 30

motorcycle

repair-
ing

on
track red in gas

station
aside

people
aban-
don

with
con-
tainer

with
shade

open-
ing

head-
light

aside
traffic
light 706

139 125 123 71 64 54 40 30 30 30

tortoise
on

hand
belly
up in cave green

eating
earth-
worms

in net mouth
opened

carry-
ing

baby

carry-
ing
box

with
people 337

61 36 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

dog lying pug
dog

wear-
ing

clothes

run-
ning

with
dog

chain

teddy
dog eating on

stairs in cave
stick

outing
tongue 995

144 137 127 121 112 107 98 89 30 30

crocodile
prey-
ing

tied
mouth forest in cage aside

people in cave on tile belly
up in egg wounded 317

50 37 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

elephant

spray-
ing

water
in mud

baby.
ele-

phant

stand-
ing

in
circus

sleep-
ing

head
of ele-
phant

aside
people

white
ele-

phant

wear-
ing

clothes 764

132 109 109 96 95 73 56 34 30 30

chicken black run-
ning flying hatch-

ing
crow-

ing
laying
eggs

on
hand

being
caught eating in mud 529

106 83 69 64 48 39 30 30 30 30

bee flying in hive
in

honey
comb

green in hole on
hand in jar attack-

ing lying on net 597

106 103 88 80 65 35 30 30 30 30

gun
small
pistol

long-
barrelled air rifle in

holster
on

table firing

with
sight-
ing

mirror

with
bullet
belt

raise
on

arm-
rack 558

120 101 66 64 49 37 31 30 30 30

fox
with

big ear baby white run-
ning eating sitting sleep-

ing
with

people in cave roaring 785

134 122 111 105 88 81 54 30 30 30

phone
in

hand calling fold-
able

beside
laptop

on
tripod

key-
board

inside
pocket slide beside

pillow
on

table 780

135 128 115 114 88 80 30 30 30 30
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bus
double-
decker

bus

articu-
lated
buses

school
bus

across
bridge

aside
station

in gas
station

trolley
buses

aside
traffic
light

on
zebra
cross-

ing

at toll
station 543

124 108 53 49 47 41 31 30 30 30

cat
walk-
ing

ragdoll
cat

maine
cat eating jump-

ing in bag beside
laptop in cave

wash-
ing
face

in mud 857

126 122 120 119 113 85 64 47 31 30

sailboat ketch
color-

ful
sails

with
awning

single
sail sloop on

wave barque aside
people

across
bridge racing 842

124 113 108 106 101 86 86 53 35 30

giraffe sitting
head

of
giraffe

run-
ning

being
fed white sleep-

ing in cave tongue
out

drink-
ing

with
baby 723

132 132 124 82 78 55 30 30 30 30

cactus
flower-

ing

in
flower-

pot

colum-
nar

with
white
hair

with
red

thorns
blue flaky

cactus
with-
out

thorns
spheroidal

touched
by

hand
695

127 122 120 82 68 52 34 30 30 30

pumpkin green top
view half white on

hand
hal-

loween
Spher-

ical
hol-

loween
with
leaf

colum-
nar 555

106 97 84 59 47 40 32 30 30 30

train
steam
train

people
getting
on off

tram ma-
glev

on
bridge

sub-
way green head

of train
at

station
cross
tunnel 962

127 117 113 112 107 106 89 83 78 30

dragonfly blue side
view

on
rope flying speci-

men pink on
hand

be
prey-
ing

white on
bricks 684

123 103 83 80 74 68 56 35 32 30

ship cruise mili-
tary

cargo
ship

an-
chored

with
flag

with
steam

sink-
ing green with

spray civil 682

123 116 106 72 71 46 46 42 30 30

helicopter

com-
bat

heli-
copter

small
chop-
per

land-
ing

cam-
ou-

flage

aside
pilot smoky trans-

port landed clipart diving 397

121 88 74 48 36 30 30 30 30 30

bicycle
repair-

ing yellow tan-
dem

with
train-
ing

wheel

in
velo-

drome
green elec-

tric
aside

people

with
con-

tainer

aside
traffic
light 898

142 136 125 120 111 92 60 52 30 30

racket

with
tennis
ball

broken on
hand wooden blue

racket
in

front
of face

white hang-
ing

with
bad-

minton
in bag 798

132 129 124 105 95 55 48 45 35 30

squirrel eating black on
hand fat lying jump-

ing in hole on
table

hang-
ing

carry-
ing

cone 999

131 128 122 117 114 109 101 73 71 33

bear lying in cage brown polar
bear black wom-

bat roaring sitting panda teddy
bear 1081

138 137 130 128 125 119 102 92 80 30

scooter
with
child blue white pink double

wheel
triple
wheel folded

on
zebra
cross-

ing

with
basket swings 529

100 84 71 69 43 41 31 30 30 30
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mailbox red green wooden open with
flag square with

lamp closed colum-
nar

aside
people 689

137 124 110 99 60 39 30 30 30 30

horse lying run-
ning

car-
riage racing with

saddle

open-
ing

mouth
pony aside

people
across
hurdle

kissed
by

people 787

130 127 118 78 77 66 60 58 43 30

pineapple

peeled
pineap-

ple

with
sun-

glasses
rotten

people
eating
pineap-

ple

grilled being
cutted

on
stick

in bas-
kets green in bag 561

115 113 54 54 45 45 44 31 30 30

banana
unripe
banana

peeled
banana

in
hand

people
eating
banana

fried on
stick

with
fork broken in bas-

kets in bag 669

136 135 100 87 52 39 30 30 30 30

mushroom
red purple

flam-
mulina
velu-
tipes

lenti-
nus

edodes

russula
lactea?

dehy-
drated

tri-
choloma

in
basket

pleuro-
tus

eryngii
green 887

142 131 111 94 93 84 75 62 60 35

cauliflower

ro-
manesco
broc-
coli

purple

sprout-
ing

broc-
coli

with
leaf

in
basket cooked on

plate orange on
hand in pot 717

139 121 82 80 79 67 49 38 32 30

whale white
open-
ing

mouth
blue

spray-
ing

water

with
baby

jump-
ing

be
preyed diving wounded

belly
up 470

87 77 73 53 30 30 30 30 30 30

frog

on
lotus
leaf

in mud prey-
ing

breath-
ing

jump-
ing

choco-
late
frog

red
eyes

on
hand in cage black

eyes 471

113 95 39 38 36 30 30 30 30 30

football
kick-
ing

head-
ing in mud de-

flated goal on
hand in bag gold color-

ful
on

head 421

89 58 55 39 30 30 30 30 30 30

camera
on

hand
on

tripod
po-

laroid
on

ceiling

long
lens

camera

hang-
ing green in bag

dual
lens

camera

flash-
ing 803

120 106 97 82 80 75 64 60 60 59

ostrich
run-
ning in nest sitting riding red

neck

Open-
ing

mouth

flap-
ping

wings

sleep-
ing

with
egg

aside
people 548

113 91 87 73 34 30 30 30 30 30

beetle
longi-
corn

crawl-
ing

on
hand weevil scarab lady-

bird flying in hole on
rope

on
screen 871

137 124 117 111 107 107 78 30 30 30

tent

mon-
golia
yurt

dome
tent yellow bell

tent
beside
bonfire blue spire frame mili-

tary
aside

people 898

125 112 110 108 99 96 75 68 62 43

kangaroo

with
baby

in
pouch

jump-
ing lying stand-

ing white grey tongue
out red on all

fours
fed by
human 934

174 147 135 131 108 88 60 31 30 30

monkey

golden
mon-
key

ba-
boon

walk-
ing eating slow

loris sitting on
rope

on
stairs

on
shoul-

der

hand-
stand-

ing 881

130 127 125 123 121 79 73 43 30 30
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crab
spotted

crab
blue
crab tied up in hole belly

up

cancer
pagu-

rus
in net on

plate in pot in
hand 583

114 114 94 65 40 36 30 30 30 30

lemon rotten half
lemon

people
eating
lemon

on
glass

on
hand green on

plate
with
fork in bag being

cutted 785

133 127 116 83 80 79 77 30 30 30

pepper yellow orange green Chilli

on
chop-
ping
board

in
basket

on
plate half

Span-
ish
pa-

prika

Strip
shape 767

111 108 102 93 80 72 61 58 52 30

sheep lamb longhorn on cliff hairy sleep-
ing sheared

on
leash black aside

people

with
droopy

ears 599

117 106 94 54 47 41 39 38 33 30

butterfly
on

hand

swal-
lowtail
butter-

fly

speci-
men

side
view blue in

cocoon flying
in

glass
dome

on
mask

on
rope 872

143 130 124 104 98 90 70 53 30 30

umbrella
rain-
bow hat long blue on

hand
in sun-
light folding on

stand
trans-
parent stowed 659

121 105 103 57 55 51 47 44 38 38

Table 12: The structure of shallow CNNs for MNIST-M

Layer Details

Input 3× 28× 28
Conv Kernel Size 7, Stride 1, Out Channel 32, BN, ReLU
Conv Kernel Size 5, Stride 2, Out Channel 32, BN, ReLU

Dropout p = 0.4
Conv Kernel Size 3, Stride 1, Out Channel 64, BN, ReLU
Conv Kernel Size 3, Stride 2, Out Channel 64, BN, ReLU

Dropout p = 0.4
FC Out Channel 16, ReLU

SoftMax Class Num
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Grass Water Autumn Rock Dim Winter Indoor Sand Dark Outdoor

Figure 3: Example Images of common domains in NICO++.
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Figure 4: Example Images of unique domains in NICO++.
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